Operation of Alcator C-Mod with high-Z plasma facing components and implications\textsuperscript{a)}
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Studies of potential plasma facing component (PFC) materials for a magnetic fusion reactor generally conclude that tungsten is the best choice due to its low tritium (T) retention, capability to handle high heat fluxes with low erosion, and robustness to nuclear damage and activation. ITER [F. Perkins et al., Nucl. Fusion \textbf{39}, 2137 (1999)] may operate with all tungsten PFCs to provide the necessary operational experience for a reactor. Alcator C-Mod [I. Hutchinson et al., Phys. Plasmas \textbf{1}, 1511 (1994)] operates with molybdenum (Mo) high-Z PFCs, which have very similar properties to tungsten. The experiments described herein have provided a unique comparison of operation with or without \textit{in situ} boron coatings applied to the molybdenum PFCs; the latter are likely most relevant to ITER and beyond. ICRF-heated H-modes were readily achieved without boron coatings although the resultant enhancement in energy confinement was typically small ($H_{\text{ITER},89}$ \textasciitilde 1). Molybdenum concentrations, $n_{\text{Mo}}/n_e$, rise rapidly after the H-mode transition up to 0.1\%, cooling the plasma by line radiation, reducing energy confinement, and/or causing a back H/L transition. Surprisingly, the primarily molybdenum PFC surfaces retain 3.5–5.0 × 10\textsuperscript{20} of injected D\textsubscript{2} molecules per discharge, corresponding to 50\% of the injected gas. Plasma current disruptions, both randomly occurring over the course of a day, or planned, reduce the retained D long term. After applying boron coatings, $n_{\text{Mo}}/n_e$ was reduced by a factor of 10–20 with $H_{\text{ITER,89}}$ approaching 2. A world-record volume-average plasma pressure of 1.8 atm at 5.4 T was achieved at the ITER normalized $\beta$. The effects of each boronization are found to be limited in time, correlated to time-integrated input energy. Intra- and inter-discharge boronization techniques have been developed with the latter being the most successful. This initial study indicates that a low-Z coating over at least a fraction of the Mo PFCs in C-Mod is needed to reduce core molybdenum levels and achieve the best energy confinement. This, together with the larger than expected D retention, raises concerns for the performance of uncoated tungsten surfaces in ITER and beyond. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2180767]

I. INTRODUCTION

As we confront the task of building the ITER (Ref. 1) and the power-producing reactors that will follow, it is apparent that the proper selection of plasma facing components (PFCs) will strongly affect the performance of such devices. Most fusion reactor studies prefer tungsten over carbon due to its advantages with respect to neutron damage (swelling, void production, degradation of thermal and mechanical properties) as well as erosion.\textsuperscript{2–7} Another motivation for using tungsten is the level of tritium retention in tungsten is predicted to be lower by orders of magnitude\textsuperscript{8} than with carbon PFCs. However, relative to carbon PFCs, there is less operational experience with high-Z materials. Alcator C-Mod, along with several limiter tokamaks [Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (FTU) and Tokamak Research Institute for Applied Mechanics (TRIAM)], have molybdenum PFCs.\textsuperscript{9–11} Molybdenum is similar to tungsten in that it has a high temperature limit and low tritium retention.\textsuperscript{12} Other tokamak programs have been experimenting with tungsten PFCs,\textsuperscript{13} most notably ASDEX-Upgrade where the carbon PFC tiles are gradually being replaced with tungsten-coated carbon tiles.\textsuperscript{14} If the experimental results from all such tokamaks lead to a positive assessment of high-Z PFCs, then ITER would provide the ultimate test of tungsten as close to reactor conditions as possible.

The choices of PFC materials for ITER are less limited than for a reactor because of lower neutron fluence levels. Carbon is placed in the region of the divertor strike points because it does not melt (a positive attribute) but is limited to that region to minimize the potential for tritium retention.\textsuperscript{15} Beryllium is used over much of the surfaces outside the divertor (main chamber) and tungsten is used for regions of the divertor outside the highest power fluxes to minimize concerns of damage due to disruptions and edge localized modes (ELMs).

\textsuperscript{b)}Invited speaker.
The Alcator C-Mod tokamak is well suited for comparing boronized to un-boronized high-Z PFC surfaces. Large-scale removal of boron films from metal surfaces is relatively straightforward compared to carbon PFCs where abrasion/machining or chemical treatment are likely needed. Parallel heat loads (\(q_e \sim 0.5 \text{ GW/m}^2\)), as well as divertor density and temperature, are comparable to that predicted for ITER. The opacity of the SOL to neutrals (impurities and D) is similar to that predicted of ITER. Lastly, the radiative cooling rate for molybdenum at C-Mod core temperatures is the same magnitude as tungsten in the higher plasma temperature ITER core.

Another concern also motivated C-Mod experiments comparing high-Z PFC operation with and without boron coatings. C-Mod, like carbon PFC tokamaks, has made it standard practice to boronize the interior surfaces of the vessel (since 1996). During the period 2000–2004 the rf power required to achieve 170 kJ of stored thermal energy (red circles, Fig. 1) almost doubled; energy confinement appeared to have degraded. Also shown in Fig. 1 is the thickness of boron layers (blue squares), the estimate of which is made based on the amount of diborane used for each boronization and a surface area of 10 m\(^2\). Also shown is the point in time when boron-nitride (BN) tiles were installed on the antenna protection limiters. Was the degradation of achievable stored energy due to the fact that there were thick boron layers? BN tiles? Inefficiencies in ICRF heating? Other changes in the machine? Diagnostic calibrations? A number of these issues could be addressed only by removing B from the machine to recover pre-boronization conditions. This step was taken prior to the 2005 C-Mod experimental campaign and is described later in this paper.

An important variable potentially affecting performance is the control of hydrogen concentrations in the deuterium plasmas. Low H/(H+D) levels are necessary for efficient ICRF heating as the rf waves are resonant with hydrogen minority ions in a D plasma. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the sawtooth reheat rate, a measure of the heating efficiency for fixed plasma density and fixed ICRF power
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**FIG. 1.** (Color online) The amount of ICRF power required to obtain 160 kJ \(\leq W_{\text{SNB}} \leq 170\) kJ vs campaign period. The estimated boron layer thickness and date when the BN antenna protection tiles were added and subsequently removed are shown.
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**FIG. 2.** (Color online) The sawtooth reheat rate for a set of discharges where the ICRF power launched and general plasma characteristics were held constant while the H/(H+D) ratio was varied. The sawtooth reheat rate is then a measure of the local absorbed power and therefore the heating efficiency as well. The shaded region is the range in H/(H+D) considered optimal for minority heating efficiency.
launched, decreases with increasing \( H/(H+D) \). The \( H/(H+D) \) ratio is determined through the ratio of the hydrogen and deuterium Balmer \( \alpha \) \( (H_\alpha/D_\alpha) \) edge recycling line intensities as measured along one chord through the plasma (a view radially inward into the torus slightly below the outer midplane). Such a measurement is obviously not a measure of the core plasma \( H/(H+D) \). Nevertheless, it provides a gross but effective indicator of the global \( H/(H+D) \) ratios as witnessed by the good organization of ICRF heating efficiency versus the edge \( H/H+D \) ratio.

Hydrogen remains in the vessel after a vacuum break due to water from the air being adsorbed onto, and absorbed into, surfaces. During the 2000–2004 period the first boronization of each campaign was performed when \( H/(H+D) \) had dropped to \(~10\%\). The boronization application was found to lower the \( H/(H+D) \) level to \(~5\%\), the level needed to achieve efficient ICRF heating. However, \( H/(H+D) \) would slowly rise after each boronization. The suspicion is that each newly deposited boron layer initially buries the \( H \) under a deuterated-boron layer. But, over time or with surface heating, the \( H \) diffuses to the new boron surface where it can recombine into volatile \( H_2 \) or HD and be released from the surface. Thus, removing the boron layers was thought to be a good way of regaining control of this important parameter. Indeed, the results from the current 2005 experimental campaign\(^ 20 \) confirm that the high \( H/(H+D) \) levels correlate with poor ICRF heating efficiencies during the 2000–2004 campaign. Removal of the thick boron layers and/or installed BN tiles, detailed in this paper, allow the recovery of pre-2000 performance (see Fig. 1, 2005). We conclude that the presence of thick boron layers or bulk BN somehow affects the long-term trapping and removal of the \( H \) in the wall.

II. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

Basic characteristics of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak experiment, ICRF heating, and diagnostics are described elsewhere.\(^ {21-23} \) The data used in this study were acquired with 5.3 T toroidal magnetic field at the plasma center and plasma currents generally close to 1.0 MA. All discharges were diverted with a lower single null magnetic topology. Shown in Fig. 3 are the standard tokamak plasma-interaction surfaces comprised of the order of 7000 molybdenum tiles. The inner wall generally experiences high heat loads only during plasma startup during the first 150 ms of each discharge. In addition there are two partial poloidal limiters (one split into two pieces) at the outside edge of the plasma as well as tiles directly attached to the outside edge of the antennas ("antenna protection tiles").

Spectroscopic measurements are utilized to monitor the impurity radiation as well as infer the impurity densities. Standard bolometer arrays are used for measurement of the core plasma radiation.\(^ {24,25} \) In addition there are \( "2\pi" \) bolometer detectors in an outer port that accept light from \( 2\pi \) steradians for global radiation levels.\(^ 25 \)

Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) measurements were made with a 2.2 m, Rowland circle, grazing incidence spectrometer having a spectral resolution of 0.06 nm at 10 nm. The principal emission lines used to monitor core molybdenum and iron radiation were Mo XXXI (11.599 nm) and Fe XXIII (13.285 nm). The plasma densities for molybdenum and iron were inferred using the measured line brightnesses, Thomson scattering electron density and temperature profiles, the MIST impurity transport code,\(^ {26} \) transport coefficients,\(^ {27} \) and cooling curves.\(^ {28-30} \)

Visible measurements were made with a 0.25 m focal length instrument having a spectral resolution of \(~0.25\) nm. Its primary purpose in this study was for monitoring of fully stripped boron and fluorine densities near the top of the \( H \)-mode pedestal (6 mm inside the separatrix) by simultaneous measurement of the B V (494.4 nm) and F IX (474 nm) lines. The lines were excited via charge-exchange from deuterium in the \( n=2 \) level at the inner edge of the plasma by injection of room temperature \( D_2 \) neutrals from a

\[ \text{FIG. 3. (Color online) Cross section of the Alcator C-Mod vessel. The molybdenum tiles are shown in blue. The inner wall is located at } R = 44 \text{ cm. The largest major radius edge of the inner divertor is at } 46.8 \text{ cm. The smallest major radius edge of the outer divertor is at } 75.6 \text{ cm.} \]

\[ \text{The smallest major radius location on the outer divertor is at } 103.7 \text{ cm. The vertical line is at } R = 70 \text{ cm.} \]
1 mm diameter capillary tube located at the inner midplane 1–1.5 cm from the separatrix. Light from a set of six toroidal viewing chords perpendicular to the neutral injection is transmitted to the spectrometer.

III. BORONIZATION HISTORY

The C-Mod boronization procedure employs an electron cyclotron discharge cleaning (ECDC) plasma discharge with a helium-diborane gas mixture (10% B2D6, 90% He). The plasma is created at the major radius corresponding to the electron cyclotron resonant magnetic field \((f=2.45 \text{ GHz}, B =0.088 \text{ T}\) which is varied to sweep the resonance across the chamber. A plasma of fairly constant density and temperature extends outward in major radius from the cylindrical resonance location, thus having some effect on all radii outside the resonance.\(^{31}\) The plasma density drops off quickly (~3 mm e-folding distance) towards smaller major radius. Toroidal uniformity is maintained by releasing the diborane gas into the vessel from a toroidal pipe located at the top of the vessel with holes spaced ~1 cm toroidally. The boronization period is ~12 h at a typical deposition rate of ~10 nm/h assuming a 10 m² deposition area. The microwave power is modulated with a 50% duty cycle to allow the diborane gas to circulate between ECDC periods. The same ECDC plasma, however with pure D₂ or He gas and 100% duty cycle, is used to clean the walls after a vacuum break or before a set of experiments. The boronization process is repeated when plasma radiation becomes problematic and degrades energy confinement.

There is direct evidence of boron erosion. Post-boronization Mo I (386.4 nm) spectroscopic measurements show that the outer divertor molybdenum influx is initially absent, but then, as the boron layer erodes over tens of discharges, the Mo influx recovers to pre-boronization levels.\(^{32}\) More importantly, we suspect that the Mo erosion is occurring on surfaces outboard of the divertor where rf sheath rectification leads to large potentials and sputtering of surface material.\(^{32}\)

While spectroscopy indicates rapid erosion of boron, the erosion seems isolated to a small fraction of the wall. The majority of PFC surfaces in C-Mod experience little or no net erosion, or even net deposition. Sample tiles from a poloidal circumference of the vessel were removed for surface analysis prior to the 2005 experimental campaign. Boron layers in the range of 6 µm thick have been measured on all tiles except for the outer and inner divertor tiles. The average boron layer thickness on inner divertor tiles, which had been installed for only 3 years of operation, was smaller (~2–3 µm). The outer divertor surfaces had the lowest boron surface content (equivalent layer <1 µm) and the highest Mo surface concentrations (10%–50%), presumably due to net erosion of the boron layers and well correlated with spectroscopic measurements discussed above. These measured regions of “plasma-cleaned” surfaces extend from the bottom of the outer vertical target to \(R \sim 0.67 \text{ m}\) on the outer horizontal shelf of the divertor (see Fig. 3). The largest molybdenum fraction, corresponding to the largest boron erosion, is near the usual strike point. The pattern of erosion described is similar to the results of a previous study.\(^{33}\)

A number of steps were taken to remove as much boron from the C-Mod vessel as possible before the 2005 campaign, which is the primary focus of this paper. All BN antenna protection tiles were removed and replaced with Mo tiles. All limiter tiles and upper divertor tiles were removed and ultrasonically cleaned. There were a number of other tiles and surfaces that were either difficult (e.g., inner divertor) or impossible (e.g., stainless steel walls) to remove for cleaning. Those surfaces were carefully wiped with dust- and lint-free cloths and deionized water to remove as much boron as possible. The amount of boron remaining on tiles was very low as determined from nuclear reaction analysis measurements; 10%–15% B/Mo distributed through the first micron, either trapped in the topography of the surface or in grain boundaries. The wiped tiles had slightly more boron coverage of 20%–30%. In any case the cleaned tile surfaces had predominately Mo at the surface, a stark difference to the typical post-boronization surface with thick boron layers and ~1% Mo and other trace impurities like oxygen.

IV. INITIAL OPERATION WITHOUT BORONIZATION

The first step in preparing C-Mod for physics operation after a vacuum vent is to reduce the hydrogen concentration in the plasma. During a vacuum break water (H₂O) is absorbed onto the tile surfaces and H is absorbed into the tiles. After pump down water dominates the RGA spectrum. The vessel is baked at 120 °C for several days, limited in temperature by the magnetic equilibrium coils. Wall cleaning, utilizing ECDC and D₂ gas, is then started simultaneously with vessel baking. Large amounts of H₂ (~5×10²² H₂ molecules) are removed quickly during the first few days of ECDC wall conditioning. The H₂ removal rate decreases with an e-folding time of ~1 day. Following this period almost all H removal from tiles appears to be in the form of HD, implying isotope exchange in the near surface is important; impacting D⁺ ions and D atoms combine with H atoms in the surface to form volatile molecules.

Once this initial wall conditioning is done, tokamak discharges are started, as this is more efficient for H₂ removal. The H/(H+D) level in plasmas as a function of discharge number after a vent is shown in Fig. 4 for several experimental campaigns [The H/(H+D) measurement was not available pre-1999]. We see that the initial removal rate of absorbed H is similar between bare molybdenum and heavily boron-coated surfaces, even with quite thick boron layers (2004). However, when the B layers were the thickest (2004), H/(H+D) kept rising above the optimal range for ICRF heating efficiency, dropping again as further boronizations were applied. This correlated with plasmas having reduced energy confinement properties as described in Sec. I.

Early in the campaign (prior to the first boronization), as the rf power reaches significant power levels, the H/(H+D) level tends to rise during each discharge, as well as from discharge to discharge through the run day. Our interpretation of this behavior is that as more energy is delivered to PFC surfaces, their maximum surface temperature will
increase. H diffusivity and recombinant rates in the surface increase exponentially with temperature\textsuperscript{34,35} forcing more H to the surface, leading to faster H removal, and increasing the H level in the plasma [and \( H/(H+D) \)]. In a similar vein, disruptive discharge cleaning experiments, where planned disruptions are aimed at heating specific surfaces, was very efficient in removing H and D, and, as with ECDC, in the form of HD.

When ICRF input powers reached 2 MW and \( H/(H+D) \) levels dropped to \( \sim 5\% \) and did not significantly rise during the rf pulse, the 2005 physics campaign to investigate plasma energy confinement and general operation with uncoated molybdenum surfaces commenced. \( H \)-modes were readily achieved, although at least initially, the threshold powers required were high and the \( H \)-modes brief, with quick \( H-L \) back-transitions caused by too much radiation. Later in the pre-boronization operational period the \( H \)-mode power threshold was lower, with ELM-free Ohmic \( H \)-modes (\( H_{\text{ITER,89}} \sim 1.5 \)) (Ref. 36) occurring even at toroidal fields of 5.3 T, indicating very clean target plasmas. Rising radiation led to \( H-L \)-back-transitions even for such Ohmic \( H \)-modes. Fairly steady state rf heated \( H \)-modes were eventually achieved. These generally had \( L \)-mode-like energy confinement (\( H_{\text{ITER,89}} \sim 1 \)) and high radiation, although some reached \( H_{\text{ITER,89}} \sim 1.2-1.3 \).

Efforts were made to minimize the radiation and thus improve energy confinement. Varying the magnetic equilibrium to increase the gaps between the plasma and various structures outside of the divertor did not appear to have any effect. \( \text{D}_2 \) gas, injected during the \( H \)-mode to raise the density and cool the SOL, thereby minimizing impurity sputtering of PFCs, did lower the core molybdenum density. However the total radiated power only decreased slightly (\( P_{\text{RAD}} \approx n^2 \)) with a negligible improvement in energy confinement. Lastly, \( \text{N}_2 \) injection into the divertor plasma led to divertor detachment and divertor molybdenum source rate dropping below the detection limit. The core molybdenum level, however, was unaffected, indicating that the vertical section of the outer divertor plate near the strike-point was not the dominant source of molybdenum reaching the core plasma.

This result is consistent with a previous study\textsuperscript{32} showing that the probability of molybdenum impurities eroded from the outer vertical plate region reaching the core plasma was up to a factor of 100 times lower than for impurities trying to penetrate the SOL at the outer midplane. In summary, none of these efforts was successful in significantly improving the pre-boronization plasma performance.

Just prior to boronization of molybdenum PFC surfaces in the vessel, several alternative methods of conditioning the walls were tried. Li pellets were injected into discharges in an unsuccessful attempt to reproduce the improvement in energy confinement achieved in TFTR.\textsuperscript{37} The final attempt at conditioning the uncoated walls was to add B dust to the plasma—the hope being that it would be deposited where the plasma contacts. A reservoir of 100 \( \mu \)m diameter boron “dust” was shaken during the discharge to release \( \sim 5 \times 10^{20} \) boron atoms per discharge of which we estimate at roughly 10\% makes it into the core plasma. There was no discernible enhancement in confinement, reduction of molybdenum source rates, or core radiation. Either the boron is being eroded faster than it is deposited (no net deposition) or it is not being deposited at the molybdenum erosion sites affecting the core molybdenum levels. On the other hand, the boron levels in the plasma were increased greatly (factor \( > 10 \)) to levels of \( n_B/n_e \sim 1\% \), similar to that found in post-boronization (see Sec. IV). This indicates that boron by itself does not lead to an enhancement of confinement.

V. POST-BORONIZATION PLASMA PERFORMANCE

After fully characterizing operation with un-boronized PFC surfaces, the first ECDC boronization of the campaign was conducted. It was limited to covering the regions of the outer divertor and outwards in the major radius (see Fig. 3, \( R=50-90 \text{ cm} \)). The energy confinement was immediately enhanced simultaneous with reduced molybdenum levels in the plasma. The performance improvement from this first boronization did not last long so a second boronization was performed. Molybdenum levels were reduced further and energy confinement again improved. The waveforms for three discharges illustrative of pre-boronization, post first boronization, and after the post second boronization, are shown in Fig. 5. The pre-boronization discharge started in the \( H \)-mode with a rapid increase in density and radiation. An equilibrium was then reached with marginally improved particle confinement, as evidenced by the very small increase to the final \( H \)-mode density, but poor energy confinement. There was a definite improvement after the first boronization, with increased stored energy and reduced radiation. Both the density and the radiation rose more slowly at the beginning of the \( H \)-mode. The stored energy, although initially high, dropped as the radiation continued to rise. Finally, after the second boronization, the combination of higher powers and lower radiation led to the best discharge performance.
radiated power fraction; \( \frac{P_{RAD}}{P_{TOT}} \). The highest \( H_{ITER,89} \) values are for radiated power fractions, \( P_{RAD}/P_{TOT} \), of \( \sim 0.25 \) and then decrease as the radiated power fraction increases, a dependence similar to that found in a previous C-Mod study.\(^{38}\) The pre-boronization \( H \)-modes, having high radiated power fractions and low \( H_{ITER,89} \) values, fit well with the general trend in post-boronization data points. \( L \)-mode values of \( H_{ITER,89} \) below 1 are indicative of either poor assessment of rf power absorption (80% rf power absorbed by the plasma was assumed for all discharges) or the \( H_{ITER,89} \) scaling not properly fitting C-Mod data for auxiliary heating.

The reason for degradation in energy confinement with large radiated power fractions is the degradation of the pedestal.

The discharge following the second boronization that is shown is significant from another point of view; the volume-averaged plasma pressure is 1.8 atm, a new record for C-Mod and, we believe, for tokamak plasmas. The \( \beta_N \) of this plasma is 1.7, similar to the target \( \beta_N \) for ITER, with the same toroidal field as C-Mod. The \( \psi_{95} \) for the ITER design point is lower, and the corresponding volume-averaged pressure would be 2.8 atm.

The effect of radiation can be better understood by examining the relationship among the confinement \( H \) factor, radiation, and the pedestal pressure. Figure 6(a) displays the characteristics of a set of time points from discharges with “steady state” conditions; radiation, \( H_{ITER,89} \), core density, and temperature are approximately constant for at least 200 ms (3–5 energy confinement times). The highest \( H_{ITER,89} \) values, fit well with the general trend in post-boronization data points. \( L \)-mode values of \( H_{ITER,89} \) below 1 are indicative of either poor assessment of rf power absorption (80% rf power absorbed by the plasma was assumed for all discharges) or the \( H_{ITER,89} \) scaling not properly fitting C-Mod data for auxiliary heating.

A directed effort was made to determine the optimal number of high-performance discharges that could be obtained between boronizations. After an overnight boronization, constant discharges were programmed with as similar characteristics as possible. Each discharge included an ICRF power waveform with several levels of rf power. The stored energy achieved at a given rf power decreased (see Fig. 7) roughly midway through the 50 discharge run day as the impurity levels increased. The start of the decrease in \( W_{TOT} \) corresponded to \( \sim 50 \) MJ of injected energy integrated across discharges. Review of the confinement trends post-boronization in past run campaigns reveals a turnover in
achievable stored energy at a similar level of integrated input energy. This result implies that the boron film net erosion rate at the primary molybdenum source location is proportional to the amount of power injected. The e-folding “time” in terms of stored energy or $H_{ITER,89}$ is in the range of 30 discharges (Fig. 7) or ~50 s discharge time. This boron erosion period is similar to that measured for boronized carbon PFC machines\textsuperscript{16} where, as the boron is eroded, core levels of carbon rose back to pre-boronization levels. However the similarity ends there. When boron is replaced by carbon in the plasma the effect on core radiation is small. The effect on radiation is much more dramatic on C-Mod when the boron layer wears off. Molybdenum radiation and $P_{RAD}/P_{TOT}$ both rise concomitant with a drop in $H_{ITER,89}$.

VI. IMPURITY CHARACTERIZATION

The radiation from both molybdenum (Z=42) and iron (Z=26, from the stainless steel vacuum vessel and support structures) was investigated in the course of this experimental campaign. Each boronization leads to a drop in both the molybdenum and iron radiation [Fig. 8(a)]. The ability to derive the iron radiation was not available for all discharges but, based on later discharges, it remains low. Note that following each of the three boronizations shown (vertical lines) the molybdenum radiation increases throughout the day as the boron coating wears off. This increase in radiation corresponds to the drop in stored energy ($W_{TOT}$) after boronization shown in Fig. 7. No such trend following boronizations is observed for the iron radiation.

The molybdenum and iron fractional densities show a similar trend to the radiation data [Fig. 8(b)]. However, since pre-boronization $H$-mode densities are particularly low (e.g., see Fig. 5), the changes in radiation observed in Fig. 8(a) translate to larger changes in impurity fractions. We infer from the different trends in molybdenum vs iron radiation and densities that these impurities primarily come, as expected, from different locations. The stainless steel (primarily iron) vacuum vessel surfaces appear to remain adequately coated during continued operation, consistent with their larger distance from the plasma and less direct plasma contact. Based on the thick boron coatings found on most C-Mod tiles after 2004, it is also true that the majority of the molybdenum PFC surfaces remain covered by boron. But it is also clear that the erosion of the boron coating is much more rapid at the specific molybdenum source locations affecting the core, however few or small area they are.

The rapid rise in core molybdenum levels following boronization is unlikely to be attributed to changing $H/(H+D)$ levels. From before the first boronization onward through this campaign the $H/(H+D)$ stayed fairly constant in the 3%–4% range even for high rf powers. It therefore seems unlikely that during that period higher $H/(H+D)$ levels led to higher ICRF deposition in the SOL, higher molybdenum source rates and enhanced molybdenum levels in the core plasma.

We can make simple estimates of the molybdenum influx and surface areas being eroded that are required to explain the observed core molybdenum levels. Using an $n_{Mo}/n_e$ level of $5 \times 10^{-5}$ shown in Fig. 8(b), a core electron density of $4 \times 10^{20}$ m$^{-3}$ and an impurity confinement time of 0.1 s, the corresponding Mo influx is $2 \times 10^{17}$/s. Furthermore, using typical sputtering rates, the probability of Mo penetration into the core (~0.1 from the outer SOL, Ref. 32) and iron fluxes to surfaces, we estimate that a surface area in the range from 100 to 1000 cm$^2$ is sufficient to provide the needed molybdenum source. If the sheath voltage drop is determined by sheath rectification, then much higher voltages and sputtering rates are likely. Estimates of surface areas required assuming sheath rectification are thus even lower (e.g., 10 cm$^2$) as estimated previously.\textsuperscript{32}

A large fraction of the plasma radiation can be attributed to iron and molybdenum radiation. Figure 9 displays the total radiation contribution from iron and molybdenum vs the core plasma radiated power determined from the bolometer arrays. During the pre-boronization period molybdenum can account for most of the plasma radiation. Iron accounts for another 10%–15% of the total radiation.

The data of Fig. 9 show that the molybdenum and iron radiation levels, following the second boronization, are typically lower than before and account for $\lesssim 50\%$ of the core radiation. The iron radiation is quite low at this stage ($\sim 5\%$). Boron is a likely candidate to supply the remaining radiation as its density rises with boronization. L-mode boron levels (see Sec. II) are low but measurable (0.05%–0.07%) before boronization, consistent with the finite amounts of boron remaining on surfaces after cleaning. The $n_{Mo}/n_e$ level increases over the first two boronizations of the order of 0.3% in the L-mode and $\sim 1\%$ in $H$-modes. The fluorine

FIG. 8. (Color online) The effect of boronization on impurities vs discharge sequence. Only steady state $H$-mode discharges where the VUV instrument was tuned to the proper wavelength to cover iron and molybdenum are included. Boronizations are indicated as solid vertical lines. (a) Radiated power for molybdenum (circles) and iron (squares); (b) impurity fraction for molybdenum (circles) and iron (squares).

The data of Fig. 9 show that the molybdenum and iron radiation levels, following the second boronization, are typically lower than before and account for $\lesssim 50\%$ of the core radiation. The iron radiation is quite low at this stage ($\sim 5\%$). Boron is a likely candidate to supply the remaining radiation as its density rises with boronization. L-mode boron levels (see Sec. II) are low but measurable (0.05%–0.07%) before boronization, consistent with the finite amounts of boron remaining on surfaces after cleaning. The $n_{Mo}/n_e$ level increases over the first two boronizations of the order of 0.3% in the L-mode and $\sim 1\%$ in $H$-modes. The fluorine
level \((n_T/n_e \sim 0.2\%\) in the \(H\)-mode), whose likely source is Teflon, is lower than for boron, but does not drop across a boronization as iron does. It would seem that it is not being eroded from surfaces. More likely it is in gaseous form. Using charge-state derived cooling rate curves, \(^{42}\) we have estimated that fluorine radiation during the \(H\)-modes is in the range of 200–300 \(\text{kW}\) throughout the run period. Post-boronization, the \(H\)-mode boron radiation is of the order of 100–200 \(\text{kW}\). These numbers are uncertain both because of uncertainties in the measurement and due to uncertainties in transport coefficients used to determine the charge state radial profiles in the plasma.
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dependent on the length of discharges, the fluxes and the specifics of D transport within the B layer thickness.

We estimate the amount of D$_2$ retained in the walls after a discharge by two methods: (1) The most accurate method is to close the gate valves to pumps before the discharge, and keep them closed until 5 min after the discharge, when the pressure in the vessel reaches an equilibrium. The amount of gas injected is determined by the pressure drop in calibrated volumes and pressure plena. The difference between the amount injected and the amount remaining is a measure of the injected D$_2$ which is retained in PFC surfaces or fueling; (2) The pumping speed of the torus pumps have been calibrated as a function of the torus pressure. We can then calculate the gas pumped out after a discharge, again comparing with the amount injected to determine the PFC D$_2$ retention/fueling. Method 2 is less accurate but correctly follows trends. Based on the above methods (method 1 used only for discharges 18 and 30 of Fig. 10) we have determined that PFC surfaces initially fuel the discharge [negative values, Fig. 10(b)], i.e., a recycling coefficient, $R > 1$, with the fueling dropping throughout the day.

Variations in the midplane pressure correlate with wall fueling and indicate that the gas is coming from surfaces outside the divertor. Figure 10(c) shows an approximately factor of 2 reduction of the midplane pressure throughout the day occurring over a similar time scale to the variation in gas injected. At the same time the lower divertor pressure only dropped by ~15%. We are not surprised that the divertor pressures are relatively unaffected. Generally it is found that the surfaces outside the divertor in C-Mod play an important role in plasma fueling.

The upward trend of Fig. 10(b) continues on following run days (not shown). The level of D$_2$ retention approaches typical values of $3.5-5.0 \times 10^{20}$ D$_2$ per discharge (measured with method 1), i.e., about 50% of D$_2$ gas fuel injected per discharge. This retention level, like the fuelling requirement, is comparable to that measured pre-boronization. After sufficient plasma operations the boron coating has little or no effect on fuelling and recycling compared to a cleaned high-Z surface. This is akin to the molybdenum impurity behavior, suggesting that relatively small surface areas of the wall are directly affecting the molybdenum source and the recycling.

The similarity of fuel retention between pre- and sufficiently post-boronization discharges is a clue to why the retention is higher than predicted for molybdenum surfaces. The fact that fuel retention does not occur until order 100 discharges after a boronization is consistent with the time it takes for boron to be eroded from the strike point region of the divertor. At that point the outer divertor surface material composition could, similar to pre-boronization, to be dominated by molybdenum with similar low levels of boron and other impurities. This provides a plausible reason for similar surface composition pre- and post-boronization. Turning to the actual retention level we must remember that the fuel injection rate is ~100× lower than the rate of ions impacting divertor surfaces. So, if the gas retention rate is 50% of that injected, this translates to ~0.5% of the ion flux to divertor surfaces being retained if the D retention is peaked there. This is still 20× higher than the retention rate for T in tungsten. Obvious differences between a laboratory experiment and the C-Mod experience include the existence of surface temperature transients, impurities on and in the surface, impurities in the plasma, and the variety of ion impact energies that engenders. Since control of hydrogen (tritium) inventory is a major motivation for the use of high-Z metals such as PFCs, this area will be the subject of future investigation.

The characteristics of the SOL are even less affected by boronization than the fueling. SOL profiles of density and temperature were measured throughout a constant discharge day following boronization similar to the run day of Fig. 10. The profiles remained constant from start to end of the run. We interpret this result as meaning that the total gas puff injected from the combination of density feedback and wall fueling stays constant through the day to achieve constant core density. The separatrix density then determines the SOL profiles.

VIII. BETWEEN-DISCHARGE BORONIZATION

Ideally, all PFC surfaces should be well boronized at all times, thus leading to minimal impurities in the core plasma and best plasma performance. The reality is that there are likely small regions, localized both poloidally and toroidally, where the boron erodes quickly. These characteristics point toward the need to understand better where the net erosion of boron and molybdenum is occurring and, if possible, localize the boronization to only those surfaces. Such a localized application of boronization would minimize the buildup of boron in the vessel, thereby minimizing the potential for storing deuterium and unwanted hydrogen. It would also reduce the time needed for boronization and enhance the reproducibility of high-power discharges. Lastly, if we can determine the most important locations for boronization there may be some alternate method for reducing the molybdenum source from such regions, e.g., by sculpting the tile surface to minimize heat loads, by minimizing the sheath rectification of the rf that leads to high sheath voltages (and sputtering), by using special materials or coatings or through targeted surface coating/conditioning.

In an effort to accomplish these goals, experiments were carried out to evaluate the efficacy of between-discharge ECDC boronization. All such experiments were scheduled for a day when the effect of the previous overnight boronization was judged to have worn off based on molybdenum radiation and recycling behavior. After an initial background discharge, different length period boronizations were made, each followed by two discharges to evaluate the effectiveness of the boronization and to make sure its effect had worn off before the next between-discharge boronization. The boronization itself was done in a standard fashion, scanning the ECRH resonance from $R=50-103$ cm, thus including the outer divertor and regions beyond the ICRF antenna (see Fig. 3). Since discharges sometimes had more than one H-mode during rf heating (e.g., due to H-L transitions) one measure of success is the neutron production integrated over the period when the rf was on (0.5 s). There is a clear increase in
neutron production with increasing length of boronization [Fig. 11(a)]. All of the second discharges after between-discharge boronization returned to the un-boronized condition (boronization period of 0). That the effect of between-discharge boronization lasted ~1 discharge is consistent with overnight boronization. The overnight boronization is performed for a period ~25× longer than the between-discharge boronization. The effect of that overnight boronization also lasts ~25× longer. The times point to a boron erosion rate in the range 5–10 nm/discharge in the most important areas of localized erosion.

The scan range for one of the 10 min boronizations cases shown (lowest neutron production) was changed to \( R = 44–80 \text{ cm} \). The location of the boronization appeared to be important.

The same set of experiments were repeated utilizing between-discharge glow boronization, but with negative results. Possible explanations are that the glow is too diffuse such that the layer is too thin, the glow deposition did not reach important PFC surfaces, or the glow discharge characteristics were not properly optimized.

Having established that the scan range and center may be important, a second set of discharges were then prepared with a narrowed scan width of 10 cm, varying the scan center from boronization to boronization. At the same time the concentration of diborane in the boronization fill gas was increased from 10% to 20% (He is the remainder of the gas) to increase the boron deposition rate and reduce the boronization period. Figure 11(b) displays the results of this scan where in this case the radiation level during the power ramp just preceding the \( H \)-mode transition is used as a measure of the boronization effectiveness. The pre-\( H \)-mode radiation is minimized when the resonance is centered at 70 cm (while integrated neutrons, or stored energy, would be the inverse of the radiation plot with a peak at \( R = 70 \text{ cm} \)). The \( R = 70 \text{ cm} \) case was visited twice to ensure that the result was reproducible.

A simple interpretation of the data in Fig. 11(b) would indicate that the boronization deposition is peaked at the resonance location rather than matching the density profile measured during deuterium ECDC. If the local deposition rate follows the ECDC density profile—constant for major radii greater than the resonance location,25 \( R_{\text{Resonance}} \); then the Fig. 11(b) profile should be a “step” function; low for \( R < R_{\text{Resonance}} \) and high for \( R > R_{\text{Resonance}} \). This step function is not observed implying that the boron deposition is not directly tied to the electron density profile and at least somewhat peaked at the resonance location.

The Fig. 11(b) data point to important molybdenum source locations outside the high-heat flux section of the divertor on the low-field side of the plasma. This is consistent with other results mentioned previously: The better correlation of Mo I source rates outside the divertor with core Mo levels; that divertor \( N_2 \) puffing lowered Mo sources near the outer strike point without affecting core molybdenum levels; the much higher penetration probability of impurities reaching the core plasma when launched from outside the divertor on the outboard side.

Returning to Fig. 3 we see that \( R = 70 \text{ cm} \) corresponds to the top of the outer divertor as well as the vessel protection tiles at the top of the machine. The poloidal limiters are located at slightly larger major radii (Fig. 3) and cannot be ruled out. Potential processes that could lead to such outboard erosion include plasma fluxes to leading edges, sheath rectification acceleration of ions, and ion orbit losses. Further experiments are needed to clarify the important molybdenum source locations and why. The additional goal is to further optimize between-discharge boronization so as to allow shortened boronization periods.

IX. IMPLICATIONS FOR ITER AND REACTORS

It is not clear how one might extrapolate these C-Mod results to ITER and beyond. Certainly, the results from a high-Z limiter tokamak are similar to those of C-Mod (Ref. 11) in terms of boronization suppressing Mo levels in the core plasma. However the comparison is not exact because of the complete reliance on limiters as opposed to a divertor, thus placing molybdenum sources with higher penetration probability closer to the plasma. The ASDEX-Upgrade experience is closer to that of C-Mod in terms of having a di-
The main difference is that many tungsten surfaces are constantly being coated by carbon eroded from the areas that remain as carbon PFCs. This intrinsic carbon source could lead to the lower level of high-Z impurities in the core plasma that are observed, often a factor of 10–100× lower than Mo in C-Mod. There are plans to fully-coat all surfaces are constantly being coated by carbon eroded from the divertor than oxygen in carbon PFC case and Mo/Fe in the C-Mod case. There are plans to fully-coat all PFC surfaces with tungsten. The resulting operational experience should shed some light on whether carbon coating of tungsten is having a major effect.

What are the implications for ITER and reactors? Present methods of boronization are unlikely to be applicable for ITER: long pulses (>500 s) with high energy density will probably wear the coatings off in a period shorter than the ITER pulse. In addition, application of the coating means interrupting the ITER discharge cycle while keeping the toroidal field on. However, ITER, through the selection of Be as the first wall material, has a primarily low-Z PFC wall. Be (and C from the divertor) will be more easily eroded than W and, in terms of impurity content, will dominate. This erosion will lead to some amount of low-Z deposition over most PFC surfaces, potentially including those that are originally tungsten. However, if the tungsten-cladded region is a region of strong sputtering and net erosion, then our results suggest that the low-Z influx will not compete against re-erosion. Based on the JET success with Be gettering, it would certainly seem that the initial ITER mixture of PFC materials (primarily Be) will at least lead to good gettering of oxygen.

Assuming that ITER moves to an all-high-Z PFC machine in support of DEMO, we are less sanguine. The ITER PFC geometry is similar to that of C-Mod both in the divertor shape and the small outboard poloidal limiters. The ITER SOL opacity to neutrals is also similar to C-Mod (Refs. 19 and 52) implying that impurity penetration could be similar. ITER could have an additional impurity source due to type I ELMs. These are now known to lead to localized PFC-plasma interaction and impurity sources outside the divertor. In summary there are many concerns for all high-Z PFC ITER operation. More operational experience with such reactor-relevant PFC materials will be beneficial to predicting both ITER and commercial reactor operational experience.

X. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

There are parallels between carbon PFC machines and C-Mod: (1) Boronization replaces one important impurity in the plasma, oxygen in carbon PFC case and Mo/Fe in the C-Mod case, with a low-Z impurity, boron; (2) The reapparance of the underlying PFC plasma interaction and impurity species in the plasma is fairly quick—tens of discharges; (3) The majority of PFC and vessel structures remain coated after the first boronization through vacuum breaks and operational campaigns.

The effect of boronization in a high-Z tokamak has some primary differences with its application in carbon PFC machines. Molybdenum is a much more potent core plasma radiator than oxygen (or iron), the impurity mostly dramatically suppressed in carbon-PFC tokamaks. The reduction of molybdenum in the plasma through boronization leads to large changes in the core impurity levels (\(n_{\text{Mo}}/n_{\text{e}}\) and \(n_{\text{Fe}}/n_{\text{e}}\)), both drop from almost \(10^{-5}\) to the mid \(10^{-5}\) range, lower plasma radiation and increased energy confinement. The return of core impurity fractions (carbon or molybdenum) to pre-boronization levels thus has much more dramatic effects on radiation in C-Mod due to molybdenum’s large atomic number (never fully stripped) and ionization potential which allows radiation losses at much higher \(T_e\) than the low-Z impurities. Radiation inside the pedestal reduces the power flow to the edge and, it appears, the edge pedestal and energy confinement.

Boronization has different effects on different impurities and surfaces. A single boronization has longer lasting effects on iron because such surfaces are farther from the plasma and experience lower erosion. Likewise, based on spectroscopic and tile analysis measurements, this is true for the majority of the molybdenum surfaces. An exception is the vertical section of the outer divertor plate where the erosion occurs quickly but does not appear to directly affect the core plasma. In addition it is clear that small areas of molybdenum PFCs, outside the divertor proper, are more rapidly eroded of their boron coating. It is likely that such locations are poloidally and toroidally localized and continually need coating because of the high local erosion rates. Certainly, during vacuum breaks, we have found localized spots on the poloidal limiters and antenna protection limiters that are melted or devoid of boron.

Between-discharge ECDC boronization may be a technique for more directly determining the important erosion locations and replace the rapidly eroding boron. Initial experiments with this technique have been successful in replacing the eroded boron where needed. More experiments are needed to better localize the effect and reduce the time needed between discharges.

Boronization has short-term effects on recycling as well as on core impurity levels. The boronization loads the new boron layer with D which, over a series of 50–100 discharges, is reduced back to the “normal” level as it fuels the plasma. Long after the boronization, the PFC surfaces retain D during a discharge; up to 50% of that injected. This level of D retention is similar to uncoated surfaces. Over the course of a day or days the amount retained is much lower due to random disruptions that normally occur. Since the retention process is not well understood we cannot yet extrapolate to operation with high-Z PFCs in ITER or a reactor.

While operation with un-boronized high-Z PFCs led to high impurity levels and poor energy confinement in the C-Mod, a better understanding of the erosion processes is needed to extrapolate to future experiments. Although the applicability of current boronization techniques to ITER is in doubt it may be possible to develop some localized version that could be useful for such a machine.
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